DATA DEVELOPER (M/F/D)

Full-time // Gennevilliers, France // Prisma Media SNC // Job-ID: 47962

Job duties
A Data Senior developer position is to be filled within the IT / DATA pole.

In a rich and complex environment, your mission will be to participate in the development of Data & Emailing tools.

Reporting to Patrick, technical manager of the cluster, you will evolve in a challenging environment, close to business objectives, which will enhance your adaptability and common sense.

Power of proposal, you appreciate understanding and participating in the design of technical solutions. You are comfortable with iterative and agile development. Therefore, you like to work in rapid cycles and to do this you design your code in a flexible and pragmatic way. Finally you adhere to the idea that technique is at the service of the product.

Job requirements
• PHP / Backend / API development with experience> 5 years
• Python / Pandas / Numpy development
• Mastery of SQL with experience> 5 years
• Knowledge of Google Cloud Platform / BigQuery
• Know current design patterns (Service Locator, DIC, Observer,…)
• Handling and processing of large volumes of data
• Good interpersonal skills and good communication
• Technically sound and intellectually rigorous
• Autonomous, you can also work in a team
• You know how to architect a technical solution while avoiding over-design
• You arbitrate developments in order to find the right balance between perfect solution and respect of deadlines
• You participate in the development of scalable, complex and scalable technical solutions